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Abstract
& Key message Gravitropic movements in angiosperm woody stems are achieved through the action of bark and/or wood
motor, depending on the bark and wood fibre anatomy (with trellis structure or not; with G-layers or not). Bark motor is
as efficient as wood motor to recover from tilting in young trees of 21 tropical species.
& Context Angiosperm trees produce tension wood to control their orientation through changes in stem curvature. Tension wood
is classified into 3 anatomical groups: with unlignified G-layer, with lignified G-layer and without G-layer.
& Aims This study aimed at assessing whether this anatomical diversity reflects a diversity in efficiency of gravitropic movement.
& Methods The study was conducted on tropical seedling from the three anatomical groups. Seedlings were staked and grown
tilted. At the end of the experiment, changes in curvature when releasing the stem from the stake and when removing bark were
measured. Three parameters were computed to compare the global efficiency of gravitropism (stem gravitropic efficiency) and
the specific efficiency of motor mechanism based on wood (maturation strain of tension wood) and bark (standardized debarking
curvature).
& Results The maturation strain of tension wood was similar between species with unlignified and lignified G-layer. Species
without G-layer exhibited low maturation strain and large debarking curvature, showing they rely on bark for gravitropism. Bark
and wood achieved similar motor efficiency.
& Conclusion Lignin does not affect the generation of tensile stress in the G-layer. Bark can be as efficient as wood as a motor of
gravitropic movements.

Keywords Bark . Biomechanics . G-layer . Lignification . Tensionwood . Tropical rainforest

1 Introduction

The vertical orientation of plant stems is highly instable. It can
be easily disturbed, for example bywind, animals, falling trees
or debris. Growth itself is a source of disturbance: because of
gravity, the increasing self-load of the plant tends to bend
stems downwards. To cope with these situations and control
or restore vertical growth in the field of gravity, plants need an
active motor system (Moulia et al. 2006) to correct mechanical
disturbances. In trees, this motor function is taken on by sec-
ondary growth, involving wood and/or bark. When needed,
woody stems of most angiosperms produce a special tissue in
their wood called tension wood (Dadswell andWardrop 1955;
Côté et al. 1969). This tissue is located on the upper side of the
cross section of a leaning axis and generates tensile forces
during wood maturation (Archer 1986) and/or interacts with
bark to generate strong tensile forces in bark (Clair et al. 2019;
Fig. 1). Production of tension wood is often accompanied with
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eccentric growth, increasing the amount of forces on one side
of the stem (Alméras et al. 2005). This asymmetric production
of tensile forces in a stem section generates a bending moment
that tends to curve it up, in order to maintain or restore optimal
orientation of the woody axes.

Basically, the result of the production of tension wood is a
change in stem curvature. It has been shown that this change
in curvature depends at first order on the diameter of the stem
and the amount of diameter growth (Alméras and Fournier
2009). In order to compare stems of different species, with
different size and growth rate, this change in curvature has
to be standardized. The concept of gravitropic efficiency, as
proposed in Alméras et al. (2009), enables such standardiza-
tion, based on a biomechanical analysis of size effects
(Alméras and Fournier 2009). Stem gravitropic efficiency
(Fig. 2) quantifies the ability to generate a movement in a stem
of a given size, for a given investment in biomass (i.e. for a
given growth increment). The gravitropic efficiency results
from all factors that contribute to the up-righting process, i.e.
the mechanical stress in bark, the mechanical stress in wood,
the amount of tension wood (through the extension of the
tension wood arc) and eccentric growth. The effect of these
different factors can be distinguished by defining parameters
characterizing the action of bark and tension wood indepen-
dently. Bark action can be deduced from the change in curva-
ture that occurs during debarking of a stem segment, after
standardization by stem diameter (Clair et al. 2019; Fig. 2).
Tension wood action can be quantified by its maturation
strain, that can be computed from the change in curvature that

occurs during stem up-righting (Alméras et al. 2018; Fig. 2). It
enables comparison of the quality of tension woods, indepen-
dently of geometric factors (eccentricity and extension of the
tension wood arc) affecting the stem gravitropic efficiency.

In previous studies estimating the stem gravitropic efficien-
cy (Coutand et al. 2007; Alméras et al. 2009), the analysis of
curvature and computation of the efficiency was performed on
trees tilted and let free to up-right. Here we used a different
methodology, where the stems are tied to a stake in tilted
position, grown in that position and released from the stake
at the end of the experiment. With this method, the stimulus
(inclination) is maintained maximal, uniform along the stem
and constant during the experiment. The release from the stake
induces an instantaneous change in curvature. The depen-
dence between curvature, efficiency, diameter and diameter
growth in this case differs from the case of free up-righting,
and adapted models are necessary (Alméras et al. 2018).

In tension wood studies, poplar has been used as a model
species (Pilate et al. 2004b). Tension wood in poplar is char-
acterized by the presence of a gelatinous layer replacing part
(or the whole) of the S2 layer of wood fibres (Fig. 1). This
gelatinous layer is composed of highly crystalline cellulose
oriented along the axis of the fibre, embedded in a matrix of
polysaccharides and proteins (Gorshkova et al. 2015; Guedes
et al. 2017) with little or no amounts of lignin (Pilate et al.
2004a). When screening a diversity of species, tension wood
was first thought to be either with or without G-layers (Onaka
1949; Fisher and Stevenson 1981; Clair et al. 2006). In the
meantime, in Simarouba amara Aubl., a species previously
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Wood motor
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Fig. 1 Schematic representation
of the active motor systems to
upright angiosperm trees. High
tensile stress (arrows) is generated
in wood (a), wood and bark (b) or
bark (c). Fibre cell wall is
composed of several sub-layer,
ML, middle lamella; P, primary
cell wall; S1, S2, S3, G, sub-layers
of the secondary wall. G-layer is
either lignified (red) or unlignified
(blue)
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classified as “without G-layer” (Ruelle et al. 2007b), it was
observed that the G-layer is visible in early stages of cell wall
maturation, but is later lignified and therefore masked
(Roussel and Clair 2015). Most species previously classified
as “without G-layer” may have a G-layer masked by lignifi-
cation (Ghislain and Clair 2017). Consequently, tension wood
anatomy is finally defined as displaying a G-layer, with or
without lignin, or no G-layer at all (Ghislain and Clair 2017).

Concerning the mechanism setting tension in the G-layer, it
was shown with poplar that a strong tensile stress is generated
in the cellulose microfibrils during the cell wall maturation
process (Clair et al. 2011). Various models have been pro-
posed to explain how the formation of the secondary cell wall
generates mechanical stress (Gorshkova et al. 2015; Alméras
and Clair 2016). Because the unlignified G-layer was taken as
a model, none of the models developed for the G-layer con-
siders the possible implication of lignin in generating mechan-
ical stress. Yet, lignin is considered to have a role in the gen-
eration of maturation stress for normal and compression
wood. The so-called unified hypothesis (Okuyama et al.
1994; Yamamoto 1998) currently explaining the relations be-
tween variations in maturation stress and microfibril angle
assumes that lignin incorporation adds compressive stress to
the cell wall matrix. In the case of lignified G-layers, this
additional compressive stress would tend to reduce the tensile
stress generated during the maturation process. On the other
hand, a recent model of stress generation in the G-layer

(Alméras and Clair 2016) assumes that tensile stress is gener-
ated in the direction of the cell axis due to the interaction
between the swelling of the matrix and a connectedmicrofibril
network. It assumes that the polysaccharide matrix swells and
pushes laterally on the cellulose microfibril network, thus cre-
ating a strong tensile stress in the direction of microfibrils. If
this mechanism is assumed, the incorporation of lignin to the
matrix may generate more matrix swelling and therefore more
tension in the cellulose network, leading to an increased ten-
sile stress.

In the case of tension wood without G-layer, it was shown
that its action relies on a mechanism primarily based on the
interaction between wood and bark (Clair et al. 2019). Phloem
fibres are organized as a network in which enlarged parenchy-
ma cells are nested (Böhlmann 1971; Fisher and Mueller
1983; Zajączkowska and Kozakiewicz 2016; Angyalossy
et al. 2016). The mechanism implies a radial eccentric growth
of wood, pulling tangentially the bark due to expanding cir-
cumference which will be redirected into longitudinal stress
on the eccentric side thanks to the organization of the fibres
network. This mechanism is accompanied by a specific anat-
omy of reaction wood. The primary action of wood in these
species is then to push radially on the bark. A direct action of
wood might be added, if this wood is also put under tension
during its maturation process, as was shown for two species
on which direct measurement of residual strains has been per-
formed on adult trees (Clair et al. 2019). The question arises of
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Stem Gravitropic
Efficiency

Maturation strain
of tension wood

Standardisation 
by size effects

Standardisation 
by size effects

Computed using model 
of Alméras et al. (2018)

C Stem release

C DebarkingC Wood 
up-righting
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c

Fig. 2 Schematic representation of the three steps of the experiment:
before release of the stem from the stake (a), after release (b), and after
debarking (c).ΔC is the change in curvature computed between two steps
of the experiment. The 3 studied parameters (stem gravitropic efficiency,

standardized debarking curvature and maturation strain of tension wood)
derive from changes in curvature and morphological characteristics of the
section
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whether these species are able to cumulate strong tensile stress
in both wood and bark to improve their gravitropic efficiency,
or whether there is a compromise between these two motors.

Our main questions are as follows: (i) is one anatomy of
tension wood (with unlignified G-layer, with lignified G-layer
and with no G-layer) leading to a larger gravitropic efficiency,
(ii) does lignin affect the tensile stress generation in G-layers
and (iii) can the association of wood and bark motors lead to
an improved stem gravitropic efficiency?

The method of Alméras et al. (2018) is used here to com-
pare the stem gravitropic efficiency, the maturation strain of
tension wood and standardized debarking curvature (Fig. 2)
on seedlings of a diversity of species representing the three
above-mentioned types of tension wood: with unlignified G-
layer, with lignified G-layer and with no G-layer.

2 Material and methods

2.1 Plant material

Seeds or young seedlings of 21 tropical tree species (Table 1)
were collected in French Guiana and grown in a greenhouse in

Kourou. Most seeds or seedlings were sampled in the tropical
forest mainly near the Paracou Research Station (Cirad) or the
Saint Elie Research Station (IRD) at the vicinity of Sinnamary.
Other species were collected as follows: Tarrietia utilis
(Sprague) Sprague seedlings were collected in the plantation
plot of the Paracou CIRAD Station, Gossypium hirsutum L.
seedlings were collected in a private garden in Kourou.
Theobroma grandiflorum (Willd. ex Spreng.) K.Schum. seeds
were collected from several fruits bought on the Kourou mar-
ket, and Hevea guianensis Aubl. and Theobroma cacao L.
saplings were provided by the CRB-PPG, CIRAD. After be-
ing transplanted in pots and when the stem was at least 25 cm
high, 10 to 15 plants per species were tied to a stake and
acclimatized in the experimentation greenhouse for 1 month.
The stem was tied to a stake every 20 cm. To avoid stem
damage due to stem growth, we regularly slightly loosened
the rigid ties.

In February 2016, most stems were tilted at 45° (see col-
umn “Day of tilt” in dataset, Ghislain et al. 2019). Ties were
added throughout the experiment to maintain the apex at 45°.
Eventual sprouts were cut during the whole experiment, to
ensure that the main stem continues reacting and producing
tension wood. Sprout production was mainly observed in

Table 1 List of species grown for the study

Family Species Code Stem diam. Nstem & morphology Ndebark & TW Anat. group

Urticaceae Cecropia palmata Willd. Cpa 11.2 9 9 Unlignified G-layer

Euphorbiaceae Hevea guianensis Aubl. Hg 13.5 9 9 Unlignified G-layer

Fabaceae Macrolobium bifolium (Aubl.) Pers. Mbf 10.6 10 10 Unlignified G-layer

Burseraceae Protium heptaphyllum (Aubl.) Marchand Ph 7.6 9 9 Unlignified G-layer

Burseraceae Protium opacum Swart Po 6.8 9 4 Unlignified G-layer

Simaroubaceae Simarouba amara Aubl. Sa 7.0 10 10 Unlignified G-layer

Moraceae Bagassa guianensis Aubl. Bg 5.5 13 9 Lignified G-layer

Fabaceae Eperua grandiflora (Aubl.) Benth. Eg 7.8 9 9 Lignified G-layer

Meliaceae Guarea Guidonia (L.) Sleumer Ggu 7.6 10 9 Lignified G-layer

Chrysobalanaceae Licania macrophylla Benth. Lm 8.4 10 10 Lignified G-layer

Lecythidaceae Lecythis persistens Sagot Lpe 7.2 10 10 Lignified G-layer

Salicaceae Laetia procera (Poepp.) Eichler Lp 7.1 10 10 Lignified G-layer

Sapotaceae Manilkara bidentata (A.DC.) A.Chev. Mbd 7.1 11 11 Lignified G-layer

Lauraceae Sextonia rubra (Mez) Van der Werff Sr 7.3 10 10 Lignified G-layer

Boraginaceae Cordia alliodora (Ruiz & Pav.) Oken Ca 10.8 8 8 No G-layer

Malvaceae Gossypium hirsutum L. Gh 6.3 11 11 No G-layer

Malvaceae Pachira aquatica Aubl. Pa 9.2 11 11 No G-layer

Malvaceae Theobroma cacao L. Tc 11.6 11 11 No G-layer

Malvaceae Theobroma grandiflorum (Willd. ex Spreng.) K.Schum. Tg 7.4 15 9 No G-layer

Malvaceae Tarrietia utilis (Sprague) Sprague Tu 7.7 10 10 No G-layer

Myristicaceae Virola michelii Heckel Vm 5.8 8 8 No G-layer

Stem diam., mean final diameter of the stems (mm); Nstem & morphology, number of trees per species for stem gravitropic efficiency and morphological
measurements; Ndebark & TW, number of trees per species for measurements of standardized debarking curvature and maturation strain of tension wood;
Anat. group, anatomical group of the species based on their tension wood anatomy
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Virola micheliiHeckel, Cordia alliodora (Ruiz & Pav.) Oken,
Lecythis persistens Sagot and Theobroma grandiflorum.

The trees that did not grow or died during the experiment
were removed from the study. The number of trees per species
is indicated in Table 1. Trees were processed when their di-
ameter had increased by at least 50%. Depending on their
growth rate, trees were kept tilted for 47 to 315 days (see
column “Time of tilting” in dataset, Ghislain et al. 2019).
Final mean stem basal diameter ranges between 5.8 and 13.5
mm.

2.2 Curvature measurements

The change in curvature following the release of the stake, and
that following the removing of the bark, was measured using
the same procedure as in Clair et al. (2019). A first photograph
of the stem was taken to evaluate the initial curvature of a 20-
cm-long basal segment of the stem. The curvature was com-
puted as the change in angle along the segment, divided by its
length (Fig. 3), and is expressed in dm−1. Then, the stem was
released from the stake, the basal segment was cut, laid on the
floor to cancel any effect of self-weight, and a second photo-
graph was immediately taken to evaluate the curvature after
release. The change in curvature of the stem (ΔCS) due to the
release of the stake was computed as the difference between
the curvatures measured on the first and second photographs.
Then, the bark (including all tissues located outside the vas-
cular cambium) was removed on a central 5-cm-long portion
of the stem segment, a third photograph was taken, and the
curvature of the 5-cm-long portion was measured. Debarking
was done immediately after the second photograph to avoid
any possible effect of drying. The change in curvature due to
debarking (ΔCB) was computed as the difference between the
curvatures measured on the second and the third photographs.
A negative value ofΔCB indicates that the stem is less curved
after removing the bark. This means that the bark was actively
contributing to the tree up-righting. Conversely, a positive

value ofΔCB indicates that the bark was partly impeding stem
up-righting.

The change in curvature of the wood segment is deduced
as: ΔCW = ΔCS + ΔCB.

2.3 Stem anatomy and morphological measurements

A 20–50-μm-thick cross section of the whole stem near the
debarked area was cut with a sliding microtome and stained
with safranin and Astra blue (Jourez et al. 2001). This stains
the unlignified G-layer in blue and the lignified G-layer in red.
Species were classified in three anatomical groups following
the presence/absence of G-layer and the main trend in G-layer
lignification: unlignified G-layers, lignified G-layers or no G-
layer (Fig. 4). In addition, Hevea guianensis and Laetia
procera (Poepp.) Eichler have multi-layered G-layers respec-
tively made of two or multiple sub-layers. As the aim of this
experiment was to characterize the maturation strain of differ-
ent anatomies of tension wood, we based our classification on
the sections observed in this study.

Tension and opposite bark thicknesses, tension and
opposite wood ring thicknesses, angular extension of
the tension wood sector and diameters of pith, initial
wood and final wood were measured with ImageJ
(Fig. 5). In all species except Guarea guidonia (L.)
Sleumer, the position corresponding to the date of tilting
was easily detected on stem sections thanks to the
change in morphology: growth eccentricity, change in
fibre cell wall thickness and change in the stain of the
fibre cell wall. For Guarea guidonia, the rings at the
tilting date were less marked on opposite wood.
Position at the tilting date was therefore calculated from
position at the day of tilting determined on tension side
with hypothesis of circularity of the stem before tilting.
Together with curvature measurements, these morpho-
logical measurements are used to calculate the stem
gravitropic efficiency and the maturation strain of ten-
sion wood to compare gravitropic reactions of the trees.

αf

L

αi

αf

αi

a b

L

Fig. 3 Schematic representation of measurements of the change in
curvature after the release of the stake (a) and after removing the bark
(b). α is the angle between two lines drawn thanks to fixed marks drawn
on the stem. L is the length and goes from the middle of the two marks on

left side to the middle of the two marks on right side (a) or is the length of
the segment where bark was removed. The change in curvature is related
to the change of α and the length L: ΔC = (αf − αi) / L
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The eccentricity of diameter growth was quantified for
wood and bark as (abbreviations of parameters are detailed
in the legend of the Fig. 5):

Wood ecc ¼ TTW−TOW

TTW þ TOW

Bark ecc ¼ TTB−TOB

TTB þ TOB

Eccentricity has no units and ranges between − 1 and 1. It is
zero when growth is concentric, positive when more wood or
bark is produced on the tension side, and reaches 1 if the
thickness of the wood or bark ring is reduced to 0 on the lower
side.

2.4 Computation of stem gravitropic efficiency

The computation of stem gravitropic efficiency is based on the
analysis of size effects for the change in curvature of a stem
maintained tilted (Alméras et al. 2018). The underlying model
considers a theoretical stem section maintained tilted and sub-
mitted to a growth increment with heterogeneous maturation
strains. The section is assumed homogeneous and concentric,
with sine variations in maturation strain (Alméras et al. 2018).
The change in curvature that occurs when releasing the stem
from the stake can be expressed as a function of the diameter
at the beginning (Di) and at the end (Df) of the experiment, and
the maximal maturation strain in the section. Stem gravitropic
efficiency is equal to this theoretical maximal maturation
strain, and will be expressed in μstrains (microstrains or
10−6 m.m−1).

Stem Gravitropic Efficiency ¼ −
3

4
ΔCS

D4
f

D3
f−D

3
i

The curvature of the whole stem (ΔCS) is here used to
calculate the stem gravitropic efficiency. It represents the abil-
ity of the whole stem to upright using both wood and bark. A
stem able to upright has a positive curvature of the whole stem
(ΔCS > 0) and will therefore have a negative value of stem
gravitropic efficiency (corresponding to a tensile maturation
strain).

2.5 Computation of standardized debarking curvature

The curvature is defined at the level of a segment as the
change in angle per unit length. However, the change in cur-
vature in response to stress induced in the stem tissues strong-
ly depends on the diameter of the stem. To remove this size
effect, we use a standardized curvature, defined as in Clair
et al. (2019):

Fig. 4 Anatomical groups of tension wood defined for this study. Unlignified G-layer stained in blue inCecropia palmata (a), lignified G-layer stained in
red in Sextonia rubra (b) and No G-layer in Theobroma grandiflorum. Scale bar = 1 mm

DpD0 D1

TTB

TOB

TTW

TOW

β

Fig. 5 Illustration of the parameters describing section’s morphology.D0,
initial wood diameter; D1, final wood diameter; Dp, pith diameter; TTW,
tension wood ring thickness; TOW, opposite wood ring thickness; TTB,
tension bark thickness; TOB, opposite bark thickness; β, angular
extension of tension wood (Protium opacum stained with Safranin-
Astra blue, scale bar = 1 mm)
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Standardized Debarking Curvature ¼ ΔCB
D
Dref

where D is the stem diameter and Dref is a reference diameter
arbitrarily fixed at Dref = 1 cm. Standardized debarking cur-
vature is homogeneous to a curvature and will be expressed in
° dm−1 (Clair et al. 2019).

To assess bark contribution to up-righting, the difference
with a theoretical null mean is tested for each species. A sig-
nificant positive value indicates that bark impedes stem up-
righting, a significant negative value means that bark is con-
tributing to up-righting. A null value indicates that bark is
sufficiently strained to follow the up-righting movement gen-
erated by wood.

2.6 Computation of the maturation strain of tension
wood

The maturation strain of tension wood is computed from the
change in curvature of wood only (ΔCW) using the model
with step variation of material properties of Alméras et al.
(2018). It was computed numerically using Microsoft Excel
and Visual Basic. The maturation strain of tension wood is
expressed in μstrains (microstrains or 10−6 m.m−1). It is gen-
erally negative, and a more negative value indicates a higher
tensile stress in tension wood. The strain of normal wood was
considered to be − 500 μstrains. Indeed, mean strain of normal
wood of adult trees of previous studied trees was estimated at
− 723 μstrains (Clair et al. 2006) and − 397 μstrains (Clair
et al. 2019). This variability being 1 order of magnitude lower
than the variability of the maturation strain of tension wood,
using a mean value of − 500 μstrains for normal wood has
negligible influence on the results.

To assess wood contribution to up-righting, the difference
with this theoretical mean value of normal wood is tested for
each species. A significant difference indicates that wood ac-
tively contributes to stem up-righting.

In this model, wood growth is considered eccentric and
tension wood is characterized by its angular extension (β)
and its mechanical properties compared to normal wood.
The ratio of elastic modulus between tension wood and nor-
mal wood of tropical species typically varies between 0.8 and
1.5 (Alméras et al. 2005; Ruelle et al. 2007a). In this study it is
considered to be 1, on account of the weak variation of the
curvature for a ratio between 0.8 and 1.5 (Alméras et al. 2018).

2.7 Statistical analyses

Statistical analyses were performed using R (R Core Team
2016). Individual trees were taken as statistical units.
Homogeneity of the variance of studied parameters was
checked with package lawstat and either parametric of non-
parametric tests were performed accordingly. Analysis of

variance of species effects was performed using ANOVA or
a Kruskall-Wallis test with package stats. Either Tukey test or
Dunn test was used to perform multiple pairwise comparison.
Student’s t test was performed with package stats to test the
difference for each species with a theoretical mean of 0 for all
parameters except the maturation strain of tension wood for
which theoretical value is set as − 500 μstrains. To compare
the effect of the anatomical group on the variables, a nested
ANOVA was performed with species nested as a random ef-
fect. Package lsmeans was used to perform multiple pairwise
comparison.

3 Results

3.1 Stem gravitropic efficiency

In all trees, stem growth generated mechanical stress in the
tissues that induced an instantaneous upward change in cur-
vature when releasing the stem from the stake. As a conse-
quence, all measured values of stem gravitropic efficiency are
negative. Analysis of variance revealed significant differences
between species (P < 0.001; Fig. 6). The mean value of stem
gravitropic efficiency per species ranged between − 30,424
μstrains for Lecythis persistens and − 6786 μstrains for
Guarea guidonia (Table 2) for an overall mean of − 16989
μstrains. Highest magnitude of stem gravitropic efficiency is
achieved by Cecropia palmataWilld.,Macrolobium bifolium
(Aubl.) Pers., Eperua grandiflora (Aubl.) Benth., Lecythis
persistens, Laetia procera and Theobroma grandiflorum.
Lowest magnitudes are observed on Hevea guianensis,
Protium heptaphyllum (Aubl.) Marchand, Guarea guidonia,
Licania macrophylla Benth. and Cordia alliodora (Fig. 3).
The nested analysis of variance did not reveal any significant
effect of the anatomical groups on stem gravitropic efficiency
(P > 0.05; Fig. 7).

3.2 Standardized debarking curvature

The sign of the change in curvature during debarking varied
between species, being either negative, close to zero or posi-
tive. Mean value of standardized debarking curvature per spe-
cies varied from − 7.0° dm−1 (Pachira aquatica Aubl.) to +
1.9° dm−1 (Macrolobium bifolium). Bark significantly imped-
ed wood up-righting for Cecropia palmata, Macrolobium
bifolium, Bagassa guianensis Aubl., Lecythis persistens,
Laetia procera, Manilkara bidentata (A.DC.) A.Chev. and
Sextonia rubra (Mez) van der Werff (Table 2). Bark signifi-
cantly contributed to up-righting for Cordia alliodora,
Gossypium hirsutum, Pachira aquatica, Theobroma cacao,
Theobroma grandiflorum and Tarrietia utilis. For the other
species, bark was not significantly impeding nor improving
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wood up-righting, i.e. bark and tension wood were both con-
tributing to up-righting.

Nested analysis of variance revealed a significant effect of
the anatomical group on standardized debarking curvature (P
< 0.001). Post-hoc analysis indicated a significant difference
between the group without G-layer and groups with G-layer
(Fig. 7). Species with no G-layer clearly have a significantly
more negative standardized debarking curvature (− 4.0° dm−1)
and have thereby a stronger contribution of their bark to the
up-righting process. In species with G-layer, standardized
debarking curvature is generally positive, meaning that bark
impedes the up-righting movement.

3.3 Maturation strain of tension wood

Analysis of variance revealed significant between-species dif-
ferences in the maturation strain of tension wood. Mean value
ranged between − 13,983 μstrains (Cecropia palmata) and −
768 μstrains (Pachira aquatica) for an overall mean of − 6113
μstrains.

For Pachira aquatica, Theobroma cacao and Theobroma
grandiflorum, difference in maturation strain between normal
and tension wood was not significant (Table 2). All other
species generate significantly more tensile stress in tension
wood than in normal wood. Among G-layers species, Laetia
procera does not seem to have stronger or lower maturation
strain due to multi-layered G-layers in its tension wood.

The anatomical group had a significant effect on the values
of maturation strain of tension wood (P < 0.01; Fig. 7). There

is no significant difference between unlignified and lignified
G-layers. On the other hand, the anatomical group “no G-
layer” displayed a lower magnitude of the maturation strain
of tension wood (− 2091 μstrains) than the “G-layer” anatom-
ical groups (− 8112 strains).

3.4 Wood and bark eccentricity

For all trees, wood eccentricity was positive, i.e. all trees pro-
duced more wood on the tension side (Table 2). The mean
value per species varied between 0.33 and 0.94, with a global
mean of 0.75. This high eccentricity may be exacerbated by
the solicitation: maintained tilted at 45° all along the experi-
ment, trees were strongly reacting without reaching the verti-
cal. There was a significant difference between species (P <
0.001), and between anatomical groups (P < 0.05; Fig. 7).
Wood eccentricity of unlignified G-layer was not different
from lignified G-layer. Wood eccentricity was significantly
higher in the anatomical group “No G-layer” (0.85) than in
the anatomical groups with G-layers (0.64).

There were significant differences in bark eccentricity be-
tween species and the mean value per species varies between
− 0.07 and 0.37. None of the species have a significantly
thicker bark on the opposite side. Many species have a signif-
icantly thicker bark on the tension side: Hevea guianensis,
Macrolobium bifolium, Simarouba amara, Bagassa
guianensis , Lecythis persistens , Cordia alliodora,
Gossypium hirsutum, Pachira aquatica, Theobroma cacao,
Theobroma grandiflorum, Tarrietia utilis and Virola michelii.

Unlignified G-layer Lignified G-layer No-G-layer

Fig. 6 Inter-specific comparison of stem gravitropic efficiency. The
boxplots represent the median value (horizontal bar), the 75th and 25th
percentiles (upper and lower hinge), and highest/lowest value not
exceeding 1.5 × distance between 25th and 75th percentiles from upper/

lower hinge (whiskers). Result of Dunn test is indicated above boxplots,
same letters indicate no significant difference of stem gravitropic
efficiency between species. Abbreviations of species names are
indicated as in Table 1
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For the other species, no difference was detected between
upper and lower bark thickness. The anatomical group “No
G-layer” had a significantly higher bark eccentricity (P <
0.001; Fig. 7).

4 Discussion

4.1 Classification in anatomical group

In most cases, the species could be easily classified based on
the most represented type of G-layer. Tension wood lignifica-
tion is not always a binary trait. In some species, both lignified
and non-lignified G-layers can be observed on the same sec-
tion. For instance, in Protium opacum Swart, most G-layers
are not lignified, although a few lignified G-layers are visible
(see anatomical section of Fig. 5). This species was classified
as having unlignified G-layers. The seedlings of Simarouba
amara of this study were sampled before their lignification
and are therefore classified as “Unlignified G-layer” whereas
it is known that in this species tension wood becomes lately

lignified (Roussel and Clair 2015). G-layers of Laetia procera
are also lately lignified. Half of the seedlings of this study
were sampled after their lignification. This species was clas-
sified as “Lignified G-layer”.

4.2 Diversity of gravitropic reactions

All trees reacted continuously to tilting in response to the
stimulus all along the experiment. This experimental design
generates a continuously strong reaction, in contrast with trees
freely recovering verticality in which tension wood produc-
tion decreases when the stem comes close to the vertical po-
sition (Alméras et al. 2009). The magnitude of stem
gravitropic efficiency is therefore expected to be much higher
than when measured on un-staked trees. Two species and one
genus are in common with the experiment of Alméras et al.
(2009). For two species, trees freely recovering from tilting
reach indeed a lower magnitude of stem gravitropic efficiency
than trees maintained tilted by the stake. Eperua grandiflora
and Cecropia obtusa have stem gravitropic efficiency of re-
spectively − 8260 and − 9720μstrains in Alméras et al. (2009)

Table 2 Mean value per species of stem gravitropic efficiency (Stem grav. eff.), standardized debarking curvature (Stand. debark. curv.), maturation
strain of tension wood (TW mat. strain), wood eccentricity index (Wood ecc.) and bark eccentricity (Bark ecc.)

Species Stem grav. eff. Stand. debark. curv. TW mat. strain Wood ecc. Bark ecc.
Units (μstrains) (° dm−1) (μstrains) (–) (–)

Cecropia palmata − 28,831*** 1.9** − 13,983*** 0.61*** 0.04NS

Hevea guianensis − 7455*** − 0.3NS − 3169** 0.69*** 0.14*

Macrolobium bifolium − 22,841*** 1.9*** − 13,516*** 0.44*** 0.14**

Protium heptaphyllum − 9184*** 0.8NS − 5715*** 0.48*** − 0.07NS

Protium opacum − 16,004*** 0.8NS − 7567*** 0.67*** 0.01NS

Simarouba amara − 18,496*** 0.2NS − 10,961*** 0.93*** 0.17**

Bagassa guianensis − 16,158*** 1.7*** − 9198*** 0.57*** 0.20**

Eperua grandiflora − 25,051*** 1.0NS − 11,105*** 0.66*** 0.04NS

Guarea guidonia − 6786*** 0.7NS − 3886*** 0.33*** 0.00NS

Licania macrophylla − 7143*** − 0.1NS − 2853*** 0.73*** 0.08NS

Lecythis persistens − 30,424*** 1.0* − 11,859*** 0.85*** 0.13*

Laetia procera − 21,773*** 1.0*** − 8979*** 0.78*** − 0.01NS

Manilkara bidentata − 17,065*** 1.2*** − 5474*** 0.68*** 0.02NS

Sextonia rubra − 12,310*** 0.3** − 5080*** 0.55*** 0.02NS

Cordia alliodora − 9766* − 0.9** − 2445* 0.94*** 0.21***

Gossypium hirsutum − 13,037*** − 3.2*** − 2219* 0.84*** 0.30***

Pachira aquatica − 22,939*** − 7.0*** − 768NS 0.93*** 0.19***

Theobroma cacao − 17,825*** − 3.8*** − 1728NS 0.87*** 0.24***

Theobroma grandiflorum − 24,042*** − 6.1*** − 2319NS 0.92*** 0.37***

Tarrietia utilis − 20,285*** − 5.3*** − 1870* 0.68*** 0.28***

Virola michelii − 10,702** − 0.4NS − 3896** 0.68*** 0.29***

Asterisks indicate the differencewith a theoretical null mean (Stem grav. eff., Stand. debark. curv.,Wood ecc. and Bark ecc.) or with a theoretical mean of
− 500 (TW mat. strain)

NS not significant

*P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001
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whereas staked trees of Eperua grandiflora and Cecropia
palmata reach values of − 25,051 and − 28,831 μstrains.
Virola michelii has closer values of stem gravitropic efficiency
when comparing the free up-righting and the staking methods
(− 8160 and − 10,702 μstrains, respectively).

The difference in stem gravitropic efficiency between spe-
cies within a group was higher than the difference between
anatomical groups, which indicates a strong inter-specific var-
iation. No significant difference was recorded between ana-
tomical groups. Therefore, similar levels of stem gravitropic
efficiency can be achieved either by strong maturation strains
in wood (tension wood with G-layers, lignified or not) or by
strong bark action and large wood and bark eccentricity (ten-
sion wood without G-layers).

4.3 No evidence that G-layer lignification contributes
to maturation strain

The main trend in G-layer lignification did not allow to sig-
nificantly distinguish groups based on their maturation strain
of tension wood. In four species, we sampled trees with var-
ious levels of lignification. Even at the intra-specific level, no
trend was observable between G-layer lignification and the
maturation strain of tension wood; trees with more lignified
G-layers were not associated to a stronger or weaker matura-
tion strain compared to trees with more unlignified G-layers
(Fig. 8).

It seems therefore that lignin in the G-layer does not con-
tribute to additional or reduced generation of maturation stress
in tension wood. To be consistent with the model of stress

generation in the G-layer (Alméras and Clair 2016), lignin
would therefore be deposited in the G-layer without creating
either any swelling of the matrix or any interaction with the
cellulose microfibril network. This could be if lignin is depos-
ited inside the mesopores without any change in the pore
structure, as suggested by the results of Chang et al. (2015).
This hypothesis is supported by the observation of the meso-
porous texture in G-layers during the maturation process of
Simarouba amara tension wood fibres. Before lignification,

Fig. 7 Comparison between anatomical groups of the stem gravitropic
efficiency (Stem grav. eff.), standardized debarking curvature (Stand.
debark. curv.), maturation strain of tension wood (TW mat. strain),
wood eccentricity (Wood ecc.) and bark eccentricity (Bark ecc.). The
boxplots represent the median value (horizontal bar), the 75th and 25th

percentiles (upper and lower hinge), and highest/lowest value not
exceeding 1.5 × distance between 25th and 75th percentiles from upper/
lower hinge (whiskers). Letters indicate results of post-hoc pairwise
comparison test: same letters indicate there is no significant difference
between anatomical groups

Fig. 8 Tension wood maturation strain of four species (Macrolobium
bifolium, Bagassa guianensis, Eperua grandiflora, Laetia procera) with
intra-specific variations of the main trend in G-layer lignification
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mesoporosity is similar to mesoporous structure in unlignified
G-layers of poplar, then the mesoporosity disappears with
lignification (Chang 2014).

Lignin does not seem to contribute significantly to the gen-
eration of maturation stress in tension wood whereas it repre-
sents a higher carbon cost for the tree compared to unlignified
G-layers. This opens the question of the function of lignin in
tension wood. One possible function is that the deposition of
lignin “freezes” the maturation stress, preventing its relaxation
on the long term. Other hypotheses can be formulated for the
function of tension wood. It is known that tension wood has
lower compressive strength than normal wood in poplar (Fang
et al. 2008) but does not significantly differ from normal wood
in nine tropical species (Ruelle et al. 2007a). Lignification
may be a way to build a wood with the active contractile
properties of tension wood without reduction in compressive
strength. Lignin is also known to improve wood resistance
against biological aggressions (Baum et al. 2000), and lignifi-
cation may be a way to build stems more durable than those
with unlignified tension wood.

4.4 Tension wood vs. bark: two divergent strategies

Our results show that both tension wood and bark can be the
motor of the up-righting movement of stems. Results of the
debarking experiment show 3 types of species according to
the value of debarking curvature: a negative value indicates
that bark was promoting the up-righting movement, a positive
value shows that bark impeded the up-rightingmovement, and
a value close to zero shows that wood and bark contributed
similarly to the up-righting movement. In species with a pos-
itive value, our experiments cannot conclude whereas bark
generates tensile stress or not, but only shows that if any, bark
contribution is not enough to accompany the wood action.

Figure 9 shows the relationship between standardized
debarking curvature and stem gravitropic efficiency. It clearly
separates species withG-layers from species without G-layers.
The former use mainly tension wood as a motor and therefore
have a positive debarking curvature. The latter use mainly
bark as a motor and have a negative debarking curvature.
Most of latter species correspond to those in which the matu-
ration strain of tension wood is low (Table 2), showing they
use almost exclusively bark as a motor.

For each set of points, the slope of the relationship is significant
(P < 0.001 for group “NoG-layer”, P < 0.05 for group “G-layer”)
while the intercept is not significantly different from zero (P >
0.05), suggesting proportional relationships. Actually, a propor-
tional relationship is expected in the two situations where only
onemotor is involved. If the onlymotor is bark, then it is expected
that the change in curvature during debarking is the opposite of the
change in curvature when releasing the stem from the stake, lead-
ing to proportionality between the two standardized parameters. If
the onlymotor is wood, the increase in curvature during debarking

is proportional to the change in curvature when releasing the stem
from the stake, and the proportionality coefficient depends on the
relative contribution of bark to the stem bending stiffness. It leads
to proportionality between the two standardized parameters, but
with a different slope. These theoretical proportional relationships
are illustrated on Fig. 9 for both anatomical groups. Note that the
two cases are not identically conclusive. For species without G-
layer, values of the maturation strain of tension wood are close to
those of normal wood, indicating that these species use almost
exclusively bark as amotor. By contrast, for species withG-layers,
although our data indicate that the G-layer is a strong motor and
that bark partly impedes the up-righting movement, we cannot
conclude that the G-layer is the only motor. It is possible that bark
is also active (although less than wood) and thus reduces its im-
peding effect on wood.

A few species (Hevea guianensis, Simarouba amara,
Licania macrophylla, Virola michelii) have standardized
debarking curvature close to zero, and therefore do not follow
any of the twomain trends. These are either species with noG-
layer where the maturation strain of tension wood is relatively
high, or species with G-layer that also use bark as a motor
(Table 2). Interestingly, these species have generally a lower
gravitropic efficiency than species mainly based on a single
mechanism. This strongly suggests that although it is not im-
possible to use both motors, this solution is sub-optimal.
Instead of adding the two actions, there seems to be a trade-
off that reduces overall efficiency. This is likely explained by
different requirements regarding the action of wood associated
to the two mechanisms. For tension wood to be the motor, a
strong tensile stress must be set by wood maturation. This is
achieved through the differentiation of G-layers. For bark to
be an efficient motor, growing wood must set radial compres-
sive stress against the bark in order to stress it. In species
without G-layer, wood fibres are often replaced by swollen
parenchyma cells (Clair et al. 2019) that may help generating
the required radial compression.

4.5 Terminology of tension wood

The term “tension wood” points to the high tensile longitudi-
nal stress induced by the maturation of wood typically pro-
duced on the upper side of leaning stems of angiosperm
(Fournier et al. 2014). It is opposed to the term “compression
wood”, referring to wood produced by gymnosperms on the
lower side of a leaning axis, inducing longitudinal compres-
sive stress during maturation. Here we see that we reached the
limit of the terminology. Most species we studied form wood
under strong tensile stress on the upper side. But here we
evidenced that in Pachira aquatica and some other species,
the wood formed on the upper side of leaning young angio-
sperms is in a mechanical state at the magnitude of normal
wood, or even in light compressive stress in some individuals.
Therefore, diversity of species makes old terminology no
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more sufficient. Wood produced on the upper side of these
angiosperm species in response to a gravitropic stimulus can-
not be termed “tension wood”, since it does not act in produc-
ing high tension. It would be more accurate to talk about
reaction wood as it is, in most species, strongly modified com-
pared to normal wood, but its main action is to generate radial
compression through strong radial growth, in order to induce
longitudinal stress in the bark.
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